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Abstract In two experiments, we examined whether the
dynamics of the reading system are adjusted on a trial-
by-trial basis, despite the use of stimuli that all require
the same spelling–sound translation routine. Subjects read
aloud easy and more difficult nonwords in a predictable
alternating sequence (AABB). Dynamic control was in-
ferred via the observation of switch costs in response
times and/or accuracy (A to B and B to A) for both
types of items. Consistent with online control, switch
costs were observed for both kinds of items. Various
ways in which the reading system could adjust in re-
sponse to such stimuli are considered.
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Overview

Eye tracking studies tell us that skilled reading of meaningful
text is a highly controlled process requiring moment-to-
moment coordination of reading (including lexical, sublexical,
and semantic processing) and spatial-attention operations
(e.g., to engage, disengage, or move; see Rayner, 2009). These
studies, however, do not inform us about the extent to which
skilled readers can dynamically control the functional charac-
teristics of the basic processing mechanisms (e.g., lexical and

sublexical routines) underlying skilled reading of individual
words (i.e., over and above coordination of the processes
needed when reading extended text). If readers can do this,
how is it accomplished, and how general is it across readers
and contexts? One approach used to address these ques-
tions involves an examination of how people read aloud
single items that differ in a specific way (e.g., words vs.
nonwords) that appear in a predictable alternating se-
quence (Reynolds & Besner, 2005b, 2008). To date, the
data are consistent with trial-by-trial changes in processing
arising when the stimuli require different mental pathways
in order to be read aloud correctly (the pathway control
hypothesis). In the present study, we examined whether
the reading system also undergoes dynamic adjustments
when the stimuli all require the same pathway in order to
be read aloud correctly. Data from two experiments sug-
gest that such adjustments do occur, inconsistent with the
pathway control hypothesis in its current form. In our
discussion, we consider several ways in which the basic
mechanisms underlying single-word reading could adapt
dynamically to systematic differences in the natures of
such stimuli, despite the fact that they all belong to the
same linguistic class.

On the conversion of print to sound

Models of reading aloud postulate two pathways for
translating print into sound (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry,
Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi,
2007; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson,
1996). For instance, in Coltheart and colleagues’ Dual-
Route Cascaded (DRC) model (see Fig. 1), the sublexical
route assembles pronunciations by applying typical spell-
ing–sound correspondences, and therefore succeeds with
regular words and nonwords like HINT and BINT, but
fails with exception words like PINT. The lexical route
indexes pronunciations using whole-word representations,
and therefore yields correct pronunciations for both reg-
ular words and exception words, but it fails with
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nonwords because such items do not have representations
in either the orthographic or phonological lexicon. Both
pathways operate in parallel in these dual-route models. This
requires a parameter set that can correctly read stimuli that
require different routines so as to avoid lexical capture of the
nonwords and regularization of exception words (e.g., “pint”
read so as to rhyme with “mint”).

The pathway control hypothesis

Demonstrations that both exception words and nonwords
can be read aloud correctly using a single parameter set does
not preclude the parameters also being adjusted so as to
emphasize one route relative to the other in response to the
characteristics of the stimuli that a reader encounters in an
experiment. The pathway control hypothesis posits that
performance can be optimized by emphasizing the relative
contribution of the lexical route (e.g., when reading a block
of exception words, in order to limit the impact of the
sublexical route) and emphasizing the relative contribution
of the sublexical route (e.g., when reading a block of non-
words in order to limit the impact of the lexical route). A
number of results are consistent with this form of control
(e.g., Baluch & Besner, 1991; Monsell, Patterson, Graham,
Hughes, & Milroy, 1992; Rastle & Coltheart, 1999; Zevin &
Balota, 2000).

Dynamic pathway control

A further question concerns whether pathway control
can be exerted on a trial-by-trial basis, as distinct from
subjects’ settling on a parameter set in response to their

experience with stimuli during the practice trials and
then using that parameter setting throughout the exper-
iment. Reynolds and Besner (2005b, 2008) adapted
Rogers and Monsell’s (1995) alternating-runs paradigm
to investigate this issue. In these studies, subjects read
two different types of stimuli (e.g., exception words and
nonwords) in a predictable AABB sequence. Dynamic
control was assessed by comparing the response times
(RTs) on switch (A→B, B→A) and stay (A→A, B→B)
trials. According to Rogers and Monsell’s logic, if (1)
the mental processes change across trials and (2) adjust-
ing these processes takes time, and (3) at least part of
this reconfiguration cost is driven by the stimulus on
the current trial, then it should take longer to respond
on switch trials (A→B or B→A) than on stay trials
(A→A, B→B). Thus, an increase in RTs (and/or errors)
on switch trials relative to stay trials (i.e., a switch cost)
is evidence that switching from one type of stimulus to
another involves dynamic adjustment to the parameters
associated with the underlying mental processes.

The pathway control hypothesis predicts that dynamic
changes in pathway control should be observed when
exception words (e.g., “pint”) and nonwords (e.g.,
“zint”) are read aloud in a predictable alternating se-
quence, on the grounds that exception words require the
lexical route to dominate, and nonwords require the
nonlexical route to dominate. Consistent with this pre-
diction, switch costs have been observed when excep-
tion words and nonwords appeared in a predictable
(AABB) sequence (Reynolds & Besner, 2005b, 2008).
Reading an exception word took longer if it followed a
nonword than if it followed an exception word, and reading
a nonword took longer if it followed an exception word than
if it followed a nonword. In short, optimization took the
form of dynamic adjustments across switch trials relative to
stay trials.

The pathway control hypothesis also suggests condi-
tions under which different classes of stimuli can both be
read via the same pathway. Regular words can be read
aloud correctly using either the lexical or the nonlexical
route, whereas exception words rely on the lexical route
in order to be read aloud correctly (at least according to
DRC). If regular and exception words are read with a
single parameter set that emphasizes lexical processing,
then switch costs need not be observed. Relatedly, when
regular words are mixed with nonwords, switch costs
need not be observed, because all of these items could
be read correctly with a single (albeit different) parame-
ter set that emphasizes the sublexical routine. Consistent
with these predictions, there were no costs when switch-
ing between regular words and exception words, nor
when switching between regular words and nonwords
(Reynolds & Besner, 2008).
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Fig. 1 The structural architecture of a localist dual route model of
reading aloud
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The present experiments

The discussion so far has supposed that dynamic pa-
rameter adjustments depend on whether the different
classes of stimuli in the experiment require different
routines in order to be read aloud correctly. The present
experiments tests whether dynamic changes in pathway
control also arise when both classes of stimuli require
the same routine. In these experiments, two types of
nonwords were read aloud in an alternating sequence.
Nonwords were used because they require sublexical
spelling–sound correspondences in order to be read
aloud correctly. It is also well established that a lexical
contribution to performance occurs when reading non-
words (e.g., Andrews, 1992; McCann & Besner, 1987)
and that this lexical contribution varies as a function of
the nature of the stimuli that appear in the experiment
(Reynolds & Besner, 2005a, 2011; Reynolds, Besner, &
Coltheart, 2011). That said, the data that support these
conclusions come from experimental designs that are
very different from the alternating-runs paradigm. Fur-
thermore, the design of such experiments does not allow
for an answer to the question of interest here—namely,
whether dynamic adjustments occur (i.e., adjustments
that vary on a trial-to-trial basis).

Two experiments are reported in which easy nonwords
(few letters, graphemically simple, and very wordlike)
and more difficult nonwords (more letters, graphemically
complex, and not very wordlike) were read aloud in an
alternating sequence. The experiments were identical,
except that (1) the intertrial interval was increased from
1 second in Experiment 1A to 2 seconds in Experiment
1B, in order to give subjects additional time to adjust
their reading style in response to the changing stimuli,
and (2) subjects in Experiment 1B were instructed to
make accuracy a high priority.

Method

Subjects

A group of 32 undergraduate students from Trent University
were each paid $5.00 to participate (16 in each experiment).
All individuals were native English speakers.

Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 50 easy nonwords and 50 more
difficult nonwords (see the Appendix). The nonwords dif-
fered along a number of dimensions (number of letters,
number of multiletter graphemes, and numbers of ortho-
graphic and phonological neighbors).

Apparatus

Stimulus presentation was controlled by a Dell Vostro 420
computer running Windows XP professional with Service
Pack 2 and E-Prime 1.2 software. Vocal responses were col-
lected using a PST microphone and response box assembly.
Stimuli were displayed on a Dell E2009WFP LCD display.

Procedure

The procedure used in the present experiments is identical to
that in Reynolds and Besner (2005b, 2008). The type of
stimulus used on the initial trial (i.e., easy vs. difficult
nonword) and whether a particular item would occur in a
switch or a stay context were counterbalanced across sub-
jects. The subjects were randomly assigned to one of four
counterbalanced conditions based on the order in which they
arrived in the lab.

Subjects were tested individually and were seated approx-
imately 50 cm from the computer display. The practice block
consisted of eight trials, and the experimental block consisted
of 100 trials. Trials followed an AA /BB sequence. Each trial
began with a fixation marker (“+”) displayed at the center of
the screen for 1,000 ms, followed by a blank screen for
250 ms, and then the target, which remained on the screen
until a vocal response was made. Once the stimulus had
disappeared, the screen remained blank for 1,000 ms in Ex-
periment 1A and 2,000 ms in Experiment 1B before the next
trial began. Thus, the response–stimulus intervals (RSIs) were
2,250 and 3,250 ms, respectively. The stimuli were presented
in white Times Roman font on a black background.

Responses were classified by the experimenter during the
RSI as correct, incorrect, or voice-key failures. A pronunci-
ation error was defined as an utterance that represented a
clear mispronunciation of the stimulus (i.e., an extra or
deleted phoneme, a hesitation or pause, or a stutter or
lexicalization of the nonwords). No distinctions were made
between different types of errors. Furthermore, the dominant
pronunciation of a grapheme was not required in order for a
pronunciation to be deemed correct (e.g., “gnowth” read so
as to rhyme with either “growth” or “south” was accept-
able). Subjects were asked to read the letter strings aloud
quickly while maintaining a high degree of accuracy. Non-
words were described to the subject as stimuli that could be
words but are not. Subjects were also told that the type of
stimulus followed a predictable AABB sequence.

Results

The data from both experiments were analyzed together.
The subject data were analyzed using an ANOVA with
Stimulus Type (easy vs. difficult nonword) and Switch
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(switch vs. stay) as repeated factors and Experiment (1A vs.
1B) as a between-subjects factor. The item data were ana-
lyzed using an ANOVA with Stimulus Type as a between-
items factor and Switch and Experiment as repeated factors.
The RT data were converted into z scores for the item
analysis in order to reduce the impact of subject variability.
The RT data were converted into z scores independently for
each subject by collapsing across conditions.

Trials on which there was an incorrect pronunciation
(10.7 %) or a voice-key failure (6.3 %) were removed prior
to the RT analysis. RTs to correct responses were subjected to
a recursive trimming procedure in which the criterion cutoff
for outlier removal was established independently for each
condition and each subject by reference to the sample size in
that cell (Van Selst & Jolicœur, 1994). In all, 1.6 % of the
correct-RT data were removed due to the trimming procedure.
Correct RTs and percentages of error can be seen in Table 1.

RTs

Overall, difficult nonwords were read aloud 146 ms more
slowly than the easy ones, F1(1, 30) 0 96.0, MSE 0 7,079,
p < .001, η2 0 .76; F2(1, 98) 0 247.0,MSE 0 0.486, p < .001,
η2 0 .72. There was a 10-ms main effect of switching,
F1(1, 30) 0 4.6, MSE 0 708, p < .05, η2 0 .13; F2(1, 98) 0
3.7,MSE 0 0.151, p < .06, η2 0 .04. These main effects were
qualified by an interaction between nonword difficulty
and switch, F1(1, 30) 0 8.4, MSE 0 913, p < .01, η2 0 .22;
F2(1, 98) 0 6.7,MSE 0 0.151, p < .05, η2 0 .06. There was a
significant, 26-ms switch cost when switching to
the easy nonwords, F1(1, 30) 0 14.7, MSE 0 709,
p < .001, η2 0 .33; F2(1, 49) 0 32.3, MSE 0 0.048,
p < .001, η2 0 .40, but not when switching to the
difficult nonwords, F1 < 1, MSE 0 11, η2 0 .02;
F2(1, 49) < 1, MSE 0 0.255, η2 0 .01. There were no
significant differences across experiments.

Errors

Many more errors were made to the difficult than to the easy
nonwords, F1(1, 30) 0 88.1, MSE 0 73.2, p < .001, η2 0 .75;
F2(1, 98) 0 66.4, MSE 0 301, p < .001, η2 0 .40, and this
effect was more pronounced in Experiment 1A, F1(1, 30) 0
6.4, MSE 0 73.2, p < .05, η2 0 .18; F2(1, 98) 0 10.1, MSE 0
149, p < .01, η2 0 .09. There was a main effect of switching,
with more errors on switch than on stay trials, F1(1, 30) 0
15.5,MSE 0 30.0, p < .01, η2 0 .34; F2(1, 98) 0 16.2,MSE 0
84.3, p < .001, η2 0 .14. There was also a significant
interaction between nonword difficulty and switch, F1(1,
30) 0 16.9, MSE 0 25.9, p < .001, η2 0 .47; F2(1, 98) 0
15.2, MSE 0 84.3, p < .001, η2 0 .14, that was larger in
Experiment 1A, F1(1, 30) 0 4.1, MSE 0 25.9, p 0 .05, η2 0
.12; F2(1, 98) 0 4.9,MSE 0 76.2, p < .05, η2 0 .05. In contrast
to what was found in the RT data, there was no cost when
switching to the easy nonwords, F1 < 1, MSE 0 49.9, η2 <
.01; F2 < 1,MSE 0 39.9, η2 0 .01, but there was a switch cost
when switching to the difficult nonwords, F1(1, 30) 0 18.0,
MSE 0 50.0, p < .001, η2 0 .38; F2(1, 49) 0 22.1,MSE 0 119,
p < .001, η2 0 .31. The switch cost for the difficult nonwords
was marginally larger in Experiment 1A, suggesting that
increasing the intertrial interval and emphasizing accuracy
impacted on performance, F1(1, 30) 0 2.9, MSE 0 50.0, p <
.10, η2 0 .09; F2(1, 49) 0 4.5, MSE 0 112, p < .05, η2 0 .09.

Discussion

Predictions derived from the pathway control hypothesis
have, to date, been based on the compatibility of stimuli
with either the lexical or nonlexical pathways (e.g., the
lexical route will be emphasized for exception words be-
cause they rely on the lexical route in order to be read aloud
correctly). The purpose of the present experiments was to
assess whether dynamic changes in pathway control arise
despite all stimuli requiring the same routine to be read aloud
correctly. Consistent with dynamic trial-by-trial changes,
switch costs were observed in RTs when switching to easy
nonwords and in errors when switching to more difficult
nonwords. Here we interpret the switch cost in errors as
arising from a failure to switch, and therefore reading with a
nonoptimal parameter set. Critically, in its current form the
pathway control hypothesis predicts no changes in the pa-
rameter set as a function of how difficult the nonwords are,
because these stimuli all require the use of the sublexical
route. How, then, should the present results be understood?

Lexical breadth as a form of pathway control

The pathway control hypothesis supposes that contextual
adjustment of the reading system is expressed in terms of

Table 1 Mean response times (RTs, in milliseconds) and percentages
of errors (%E) as a function of nonword type and trial type in Experi-
ments 1A and 1B

Trial Type Easy Nonwords Difficult Nonwords

RT %E RT %E

Experiment 1A

Switch 613 3.3 756 26.8

Stay 595 3.8 762 16.3

Difference 18 –0.5 –6 10.5

Experiment 1B

Switch 584 3.8 701 16.0

Stay 550 3.0 705 11.5

Difference 34 0.8 –4 4.5
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the relative strength of one route to the other. However,
“strength” can also be understood in terms of how much
lexical knowledge is activated. Indeed, Reynolds and Besner
(2005a) argued that the breadth of lexical activation can be
narrowed so that the lexical contribution is constrained to a
relatively small set of lexical entries similar to the stimulus.
Conversely, lexical breadth can be broadened so that the
lexical contribution is based on a relatively large set of similar
lexical entries. A similar account has been proposed by Kello
and Plaut (2003; see also Kello, Sibley, & Plaut, 2005), in
which pathway control is instantiated by adjusting the gain
along the two pathways. When the gain was high, the lexical
contribution was functionally narrow, whereas when the gain
was low, the lexical contribution was functionally broad.

In the present context, it makes sense for lexical breadth
to be adjusted so that there is a lexical contribution to
performance that does not overwhelm sublexical processing.
Thus, the lexical breadth will have to be narrowed for non-
words that have many neighbors (such as the easy nonwords
used here), so as to avoid lexical capture. Conversely, lex-
ical activation would have to broadened for nonwords that
have few neighbors (such as the difficult nonwords used
here), so that at least some lexical entries would be activat-
ed, thereby maximizing a lexical contribution to perfor-
mance. The switch costs seen in the present experiments
could then arise from changes in lexical breadth in response
to the different kinds of nonwords. Thus, in the present
context, the switch cost observed in RTs for the easy non-
words arises due to a reconfiguration cost. In contrast, the
switch cost observed in errors for the difficult nonwords
arises due to a failure to reconfigure, perhaps due to a
miscalculation of the time for a complete phonological code
to be generated (see Kello, 2004).

Alternative accounts

It is important to also consider possible alternative accounts.
Below we consider two such accounts. The first is response
time homogenization, which has sometimes been argued to be
capable of explaining data from the alternating-runs paradigm.
We argue that it fails in a straightforward way. The second
account involves failures of moment-to-moment control over
the distribution of spatial attention; this account is more diffi-
cult to dismiss. Nonetheless, it involves an important, albeit
questionable assumption: namely, that subjects are unable to
change the distribution of spatial attention (either to broaden it
or narrow it) in the absence of a visual stimulus.

Response time homogenization The basic premise of the
response time homogenization account is that skilled readers
use a time criterion to determinewhen they will make an overt
response (Lupker, Brown, & Colombo, 1997). This time
criterion for responding is adjusted on a trial-by-trial basis in

response both to the relative speed of the previous trial and to
how long it takes, on average, to respond in a particular
context (e.g., over a block of trials). Thus, the time criterion
is set earlier following a fast trial, and later following a slow
trial. The consequence of these adjustments is that mixing
“fast” and “slow” stimuli in a single block will result in slower
responses to the “fast” stimuli and faster responses to the
“slow” stimuli. Critically, response time homogenization is
not influenced by the nature of the stimuli (e.g., whether the
stimulus is a word or a nonword). Therefore, in the present
context, response time homogenization erroneously predicts
that there should be a cost when switching from a slow item
(hard nonword) to a fast item (easy nonword), but a benefit
when switching from a fast item to a slow item, because the
time criterion is set earlier following a fast trial and later
following a slow trial. This pattern was not reliably observed
in the experiments reported here (see Reynolds & Besner,
2005a, b, 2008, 2011, for discussion of other problems asso-
ciated with this account).

Control over spatial attention A different account of the
present findings is that subjects reconfigure the distribution
of spatial attention on a trial-by-trial basis in response to
letter length. This change arises because the easy nonwords
are short (three letters) and might benefit from a narrow
attentional focus, whereas the difficult nonwords are long
(six letters) and could benefit from a broader attentional
focus. Of course, if this account were true, it has the odd
property that, despite an intertrial interval of 2 s (in Exp. 1A)
and complete certainty about the length of the upcoming
stimulus, no adjustment to the distribution of spatial atten-
tion occurs until the stimulus is presented.

Furthermore, the lexical-breadth and spatial-attention
accounts might not even be mutually exclusive. That is,
changes in attentional focus may elicit changes in the size of
the units used to query the mental lexicon (thus affecting
breadth). That said, at present, we prefer the lexical-breadth
account, because this framework provides the most parsimo-
nious account that integrates the present results with other
contextual changes in performance. For instance, Reynolds
and Besner (2005a, 2011; Reynolds et al., 2011) have shown
that changes in lexical breadth explain a wide range of con-
textual effects in the reading aloud of pseudohomophones,
and Kello and colleagues (Kello & Plaut, 2003; Kello et al.,
2005) have shown that “breadth” can explain context effects
first described by Monsell et al. (1992), as well as those from
the tempo-naming task (Kello & Plaut, 2000).

Conclusions

The details of the exact explanation notwithstanding, the
present data suggest that, in the context of an experiment
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in which all of the stimuli are nonwords, changes in RTs and
errors across switch and stay trials reflect dynamic changes
that occur on a trial-by-trial basis. The central point is that,
even when a particular pathway must always dominate in
order for an item to be read aloud, the underlying processing
is highly sensitive to the context. We submit that the obser-
vations reported here provide novel and compelling support
for the idea that reading aloud is considerably more dynamic
than has been widely entertained to date.
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